
Your way to … 

… our Ingenium seminar room  

Location: 

 
 

Building S1|21 
Magdalenenstraße 25 
64289 Darmstadt 
 
3D-map 

via car: 

When coming on the A5 from Frankfurt, Heidelberg or the A67 from Mainz, Mannheim you 
will reach the Darmstadt exit. Following the signs towards Darmstadt city center, you will be 
lead directly to Rheinstraße.  

On Rheinstraße, follow the signs for B26 /Tunnel City-Ring or TU-Center City (TU-Stadtmitte). 
After about 3.5 km you reach a tunnel entrance, where Rheinstraße flows into the City-Ring. 
Continue following the signs, and at the next traffic light turn left. Continue straight on the 
city ring road heading towards the Schloss. Proceed into the right lane. At the next traffic 
lights go straight ahead at first (at the corner of Landgraf-Georg-Straße / 
Schlossgrabenstraße) and after about 100 m turn right into Alexanderstraße (follow the signs 
for TU-Stadtmitte, Dieburg). After about 250 m turn left into Magdalenenstraße. 

The building is located on the right side directly across from the main university library. 

On the B25 from Dieburg-Aschaffenburg, follow the signs towards University Center City 
(Universität Stadtmitte) and Downtown (Stadtmitte). You will arrive at the Eastern train 
station (Ostbahnhof), then pass a Jet petrol station and the hospital Elisabethenstift on 
Landgraf-Georg-Straße. At the Schloss (corner of Landgraf-Georg-Straße / 
Schlossgrabenstraße) follow the B26 in the right lane to the right and after about 100 m turn 
right onto Alexanderstraße (follow the signs for TU-Center City (TU-Stadtmitte, Dieburg). 
After about 250 m turn left onto Magdalenenstraße. 

The building is located on the right side directly opposite to the main university library. 

https://www.tu-darmstadt.de/media/dezernat_vi/relaunch_2015/wissenschaftlicher_nachwuchs/ingenium_1/Mapview.png


Parking at city center: 

During the day, parking in the surrounding 
residential areas is mostly occupied. However, 
there is the possibility to use the public car parks in 
the city (eg. Q-Park at the darmstadtium or 
Schlossgarage at Karolinenplatz). Both are located 
within walking distance of Ingenium.  

All other sites of public car parks can be found on 
this map. 

 

via public transport: 

From Darmstadt main train station, take bus line F with destination Oberwaldhaus (departs 
from west side of the train station/below the supermarket) or the H line with destination 
Alfred-Messel-Weg (departs from the east side, by the main entrance) to the stop 
Alexanderstraße/TU. From there you need to walk about 50 meters in the opposite direction 
of travel (back downhill), then turn right into Magdalenenstraße. 

The building is located approx. 200 meters down the street on the right side directly across 
from the main university library. 

via airplane: 

The Frankfurt Rhine-Main Airport is about 25 km 
away. 

The airport is 30 minutes away by car. 

There is a direct and comfortable bus (Airliner) from 
airport Frankfurt Main Airport to Darmstadt main 
train station (Hauptbahnhof). The airliner departs 
from Frankfurt Main Airport: Terminal 1, Area B, 
bus stop 14, as well as directly in front of Terminal 
2. 

The journey takes about 25 minutes. 

Tickets can be purchased directly at the bus. 

More information about the Airliner. 

For the way to our location from the Darmstadt Hauptbahnhof to us, please read the “via 
the train” section. 

https://www.tu-darmstadt.de/media/dezernat_vi/relaunch_2015/wissenschaftlicher_nachwuchs/ingenium_1/Parkingmap.png
https://www.tu-darmstadt.de/media/dezernat_vi/relaunch_2015/wissenschaftlicher_nachwuchs/ingenium_1/Airlinerflueghafenhaltestellen.png
http://www.rmv.de/linkableblob/de/33548-59802/data/AirLiner_Direktbus_Darmstadt_Frankfurt_Flughafen_PDF.pdf


The last meters: 

The entrance to our building is located in the alleyway between Magdalenenstraße 25 and 
27. The entrance is the single door on the side of the white building.  

The seminar room is located on the first floor (room A105).  

The offices of the Ingenium team are located on the second floor. 
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